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NATIONAL DOCTOR’S DAY

July 1st is honoured as National Doctors Day.
Children saluted the superheroes as a way of
showing their appreciation for the good they
accomplish in the society. Grade 4 presented
a special assembly. Dr. Madhumitha was
invited as a guest speaker. Children created a
card of gratitude and felicitated her with a
sapling. Children interacted about the
challenges that doctors face and guidance
was given to choose this field as a career.

“Kindness is 
free to give, 

but priceless 
to receive.”



LEADER IN ME

The 7 Habits tree as part of Leader in Me
program is exhibited in all classes. The
future leaders are trained to think
proactively by understanding and making
the right choices. The program strengthens
the life skills of children that help them to
grow into a successful individual.

“A leader is one 
who knows the 
way, goes the 

way, and 
shows the 

way.”



LEARNING IS FUN

SCIENCE
FOOD SAMPLE TEST FOR FATS

Grade 6 children experimented about food
samples to determine the amount of fats
present in them. They tested various kinds of
food and recorded their observation.

“Learning is 
pleasurable 
but doing is 
the height of 
enjoyment.”



GERMINATION AND VEGETATIVE 
PROPAGATION

Children in Grade 5 learnt about
"Germination and Vegetative Propagation
process” through an activity. They sowed the
seeds and derived the interpretation as part
of their lesson. They observed the growth of
the plant everyday and recorded it in their
journal.

“What the 
hand does, 
the mind 

remembers.”



MYSTERY BAG

’The Mystery Bag’ activity helped children
to understand the plants and parts of plants
that thrive in various settings. Children
picked up randomly from the mystery bag
and researched through books, internet and
discussions. They shared their
understandings about the adaptations in
plants.

“When you 
know better, 

you do 
better.”



SOCIAL SCIENCE
HIRE ME!

A job fair was conducted in Grade 5 in which
children took up roles as teachers, architects,
scientists, and veterinarians. They were
interviewed by their classmate and they
shared their responsibilities with the
interviewer. “A job isn’t 

just a job. 
It’s who you 

are.”



ANT COLONY

Grade 5 children as part of their Social
Science class created an ant colony. They
described the teamwork that is showcased
by ants. Children expressed their
understanding through interactive charts
about ‘how ants collaborate and how the
collaboration leads to success’. They
integrated this concept with Leader In Me
Habit 6- Synergize.

“We are more 
powerful 
when we 
empower 

each other.”



PAIR AND SHARE

When children "Pair and Share," learning
enhances and children collaborate with
each other. Through this peer learning is
established. Grade 4 children were engaged
in a pair and share activity during their
English class to learn about possessive
pronouns. They made flashcards on the
topic and wrote their responses. This
helped children to understand each other’s
perspective.

“Teamwork 
makes the 

dream work.”



NATURE WALK

The children of Grade 3 went on nature
walk and observed the environment. The
children observed the different sizes,
structure and texture of leaves. They could
touch and feel the different types of soil
and understood how soil facilitates plant
growth. The children reflected in groups
and presented their learning in the class.

“There is no 
Wifi in the 
nature but 

you will find 
a better 

connection.”



SETTING CORNERS!!!

The lower primary children set up corners
in their classroom. The corners were based
on their EVS topics of "Five Senses” and “
Personal hygiene”. They children collected
and exhibited the things they had brought
pertaining to the corners and discussed
about it as a recapitulation of the concept.
The activity developed interaction amongst
the Grade 1 children and they confidently
expressed their thoughts.

“Organizatio
n isn’t about 

perfection 
it’s about 

efficiency.”



PRE-PRIMARY

FINDING GERMS

A stimulating activity was conducted in
Senior Kindergarten to show how germs
can react when we wash our hands with
soap. It motivated children to develop
hygienic habits as part of their routine.

“Give the 
pupils 

something to 
do, not 

something to 
learn.”



WATER PLAY

The kindergarteners enjoyed playing in the
water play area. Through play children
benefit in many ways. They learn
coordination and it enhances their fine
motor skills.

“Play gives 
children a 
chance to 

practice what 
they are 

learning.”



YOGA

Yoga is an integral part of our school
activity. It helps children to develop their
inner strength to excel in all facets of life.
Children learn the significance of different
asanas. Yoga is a part of our school culture.

“Yoga is an 
ancient and 

truly 
unparalleled 

form of 
wellness that 
strengthens 

the body, mind, 
and soul.”



PARENTING TIPS

Upcoming events:

• Independence Day

• Krishna Janmashtami

• Vinayaka Chaturthi

Avoid harsh 
behaviour.

Motivate and 
appreciate.

Adapt and adjust 
with time.

Cultivate your 
child’s 
independence.

Be steadfast with 
your child.

Respect your 
child.

7 Tips for ideal parenting

Show 
unconditiona
l love.


